
ACT I
Terra Australis Incognita
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Darkness.

Light.

Two doors: black; white.

White door swings open.

Subject enters: naked, eyes closed, bent at the waist.

Eyes blink open.

Darkness.

Light.

One door: black.

Subject enters: naked, eyes open; bewildered, timid, anxious.

Eyes blink shut.

Darkness.

Spotlight.

No doors.

Subject, head bowed: loose shirt, loose trousers, bare feet.
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‘Name?’

He knew only a handful of their words but this one had 

stalked his journey like a shadow. And it came always with a 

bark.

‘Baba,’ he said.

‘Barber?’ the man echoed.

‘Yes, Baba,’ he said again, clearly, as he had been instructed.

The Official wrote something down on the paper before 

him. ‘Nationality?’

‘Undetermined,’ he said, again as he had been instructed.

The Official stopped writing and looked up from the page. 

He looked closely at the man standing before him as if assessing 

the quality of a fleece. The man knew this look. Like the words 

it was essential to the routine. He returned the look, though in 

his eyes was signal that he was more than pelt or fleece. Though 

in his eyes was also no provocation. In this he had needed no 

instruction. He had learnt well how to stand before a judge. The 

law in these rooms was always the same.

‘You must answer the question,’ the Official said quietly. He 

stretched his arms out on the desk before him, the bony wrists 

protruding from the blue shirt cuffs no paler than the tops of his 

hands. His face was similarly pale and seemed to hang from his 

skull like an empty pocket. ‘Where did you come from?’

The standing man turned his hands over before him and 

raised them level with his stomach, palms out. If he was armed, 

it was only with incomprehension. He raised his eyebrows too, 

as if he didn’t trust the clarity of his hands. Why were they so 

obsessed with names? In his country they had a saying: Praise be 

to him who takes no account of names.

‘Born,’ the Official persisted. ‘Where were you born?’
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‘Ah,’ the man sighed, as if he had finally understood. This 

too he had learnt, that comprehension, even if only apparent, 

could be disarming when it followed quickly upon its opposite. 

In his mind the words in nakedness, in the past, but to the man: 

‘Soil of my father, and my father’s father, beyond the mountains, 

across the deserts and the seas.’

The Official’s face remained blank. If he was losing his 

patience or if he had been at all deceived by the performance, 

nothing was written there for the standing man to see. ‘That’s 

all well and good,’ he said, quieter than before, as if it was his 

intention to draw the man closer. ‘But you are not the first 

supplicant to arrive here, as you well know, and until…’

‘Supplicant?’ the man repeated. He had not heard the word 

before. No one had used it on the boat. He could not keep the 

uneasiness from his voice. Every day he had repeated silently to 

himself each word the man he had met in the mountains, whom 

he had paid for his passage, had taught him. How could he have 

forgotten this?

‘Client,’ the Official smiled, as if he had heard the man’s 

thoughts. ‘Applicant.’

Baba remembered then what the man in the mountains had 

told him. The words he might use if he started to slide. ‘I am a 

displaced person,’ he recited. ‘I come here seeking refuge.’

‘Supplicant, you are a supplicant. And until you give me 

your nationality – the place, that is, from where you have come 

– I can give you nothing.’

‘Name?’ He looked down at his feet. ‘You want to know 

what is my country’s name?’

The Official smiled again and nodded, his cheeks bulging 

like small udders as his head moved up and down. His tie had 
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worked itself loose and there were black hairs and blue veins 

visible at his throat.

‘I have forgotten its name, the name people write in books. 

I cannot make it on my tongue. This land of ours that is not 

ours. You must have heard of it?’ Triumphant now. ‘I come 

from No-land. I come from the Past.’ The past he inhabited like 

a ghost. ‘Please, write it down.’

Though his voice had grown louder his hands had come 

together in prayer before him and he could not put them down. 

But even if he could not shake off the attitude of supplication, 

in the words he had felt an excitement. They had come to him 

unbidden – he certainly had not heard them before – and yet 

they felt right to him, distinct from all else he had said. His own 

words in this tongue he did not know. And how that could be 

was a yet greater unknown.

The Official did not smile this time but in his face was 

neither anger nor disappointment. It was not a human face, Baba 

thought. He rose to his feet. ‘Thank you,’ he said. ‘I have all I 

need for today.’

‘Who are you?’ Baba started. ‘What is going to happen to 

me?’

‘Please do not ask so many questions. It is hardly beneficial 

to your case.’

He spoke in a way that was neither reassuring nor dismissive. 

But what case? Baba had heard the word before. It contained 

knowledge of depths, of vision where there was no light.
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Extract from a Prolegomena to the First Report

…That was how it started. A mistake? Perhaps. An agglomeration of 

complex laws? (Chance, in other words.) It is still too early to say.

Sometimes it felt as if we were about to uncover an error in nature.
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In his former life Baba had been a thief. His lineage was ancient. 

From the beginning, it seemed, he had been drawn to shadows 

– his father had called him their scavenger – and he learnt 

from them as if he were the clay they longed to become. For 

even in boyhood the things that were most important to him 

were invisible, and he discovered in himself an extraordinary 

sensitivity to hidden things. How difficult to be just oneself 

and not see anything but the visible. A moment before he had 

merely passed through a doorway – the door had opened and he 

had stepped through – and yet this stepping through had felt like 

falling, the falling he experienced in dreams, as if the drop were 

inside himself.

In the land of his that was not his he had heard many stories 

of this place that had filtered back from men who had made the 

journey before him, strange stories of an impossible borderland 

that like Paradise could not be found on any map. But no story 

he had heard came close to what he saw coming into existence 

now before his eyes. He knew it could not be true, the world 

did not play hide-and-seek, and yet he could not escape the 

sense that behind him there was nothing, that with each step he 

took out into this new world the world behind him disappeared. 

The conversation with the Official already seemed to belong to 

another time. Or perhaps time too had grown like a wheel, all 

motionless motion, backwards and forwards at once.

The garden through which he walked sloped down steeply 

towards the sea and a mist went up from it and watered the 

ground. A multitude of thoughts were in his head.

He thought: Was it the honeyeater’s song or was it the dawn 

that lifted the mist from the sea?

But how could he have thought that? He had never seen a 
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honeyeater before or heard it sing. And the birds he did see, so 

bright and colourful in the air, how was it they became invisible 

in the drab-leafed trees?

He thought: Water gathers and finds ways to run.

And it was so. A light rain bathed in dawn light. He heard 

it among the treetop leaves before the mist arrived. Flocks and 

herds of wild things glistened faintly. An orb-weaver ascending 

a single strand as if suspended from the sky, skimming the 

surface of the air, joined to a tangled dragonfly, drawing it in 

casually like a woman pulling up her skirts.

Everything singing: rocks rubbed smooth by the sea; 

frogspawn limpid in a half-dried pool; the brittle bones of the  

stars.

He thought: In the morning you hear what in the evening 

makes no sound and in the night you see what by day is invis-

ible: birdsong in the air like wind in the trees, like shadows 

drifting on the sea. Like treasure in reverse.

And in the sky a confusion of stars like he’d never seen.

How far had he come? He stood on a high promontory, 

buffeted on all sides by wind, breaking like waves in his ears. He 

closed his eyes and was himself in water, six feet deep, hanging 

there in the icy stream like a seagull following a boat.

He thought: All that is solid disappears as dusk deepens, 

slowly, like that headland. Like the trees, tossing their heads, 

wild with the gesticulations of spirits. I didn’t ask them anything. 

And yet they reply: ‘It’s nothing: it’s the wind.’ And memory too 

is that wind.

He remembered sitting with Aret and Hul beside a moun-

tain stream flowing far away. Taking the tea Aret had flavoured 

with clove and aniseed and offering brimful toasts. Who knew 
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if all this would ever come again? Ranging to the limit of that 

morning’s joy it wasn’t tomorrow he was looking for.

He thought: Healing is a curse. Nostalgia an insult to the 

past.

He thought of his wife and son, now dead.

He remembered writing to Esh (his murdered friend): You 

wonder how I could live after that, in a tiny village, away from the 

city, but wherever the mind dwells apart is itself a distant place. Valley 

contours smooth as haunches, the pelt of the trees. Stones in their coats 

of moss and lichen. All this means something. And these goats at the 

bramble gate, so close we touch our own kind in each other. Be careful, 

they seem to say, you see our eyes but do you see what we see?

He dreamt of his own death, falling from a small boat into 

a tranquil sea, trying to embrace the moon.

And then this one big thought: Where had such thoughts 

come from? It was as if his mind had gone out into the world 

and become the mind of all the things around him. But how 

could that be? Did such things have minds? Even these questions 

were not his own. What kind of place was it that filled his head 

with such reveries, as if nature was thinking itself inside him and 

peering out from behind his eyes at where it should have been? 

But if that was true, who then was thinking this thought?

The whole new world around him, everything he had seen 

and heard – clouds, mountains, light, birds – had spoken mutely 

as it always did and yet he understood it perfectly. He realised 

then there must be a language that doesn’t depend on words, 

that if he could learn to understand this language without words 

he could learn to understand the world.

It was as if every plant revealed its name to him as he looked 

at it – burr-daisies, white box and manna gum, hairy tails and 
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leafy purple-flags, silver banksia, coarse-toothed woody pear, 

prickly spider flower, its tiny anthers like lizard tongues, its 

pollen like the dust of moth wings – he didn’t know any of 

them, had never seen them before, and yet his looking was 

unlocking a kind of silent voice that made itself audible as his 

thought, as if the thing was merely a front for its invisible name 

that made itself visible as his thought. He was not the first man, 

he knew that; he did not create the names, and yet they revealed 

themselves to him as if there was an error in nature, as if what 

lurked like this beneath the surface of things had thought itself 

alone and momently disrobed.

He closed his eyes and when he opened them again the 

garden was awash with a sound that seemed to him to grow so 

loud it was more than he could bear, then split, as light does, 

into colours. The garden was full of voices, and all of them 

talking at once – the dust motes turning in the air, the silver 

fish in the shallow stream, the bladderwrack on the sea edge, 

the white gum with its insect scribblings and the blackbird 

hidden in its leaves, the sheep in the field and the grass of their 

feeding, the small grey lizard like a crack in history on the 

sunlit rock, the scrawny dingo, all prick and ribs – all talking, 

singing, he found himself thinking, but not in a stew of sound, 

because slowly he realised, and it was so slow it seemed to him 

the same as watching a traveller emerge out of the distance 

and gradually take shape, he realised he was not only listening 

but understanding each sound as if it were a word; he realised 

that the world was not only talking to him, it was talking in a 

language that was his, and though no two creatures or things 

sounded the same, somehow by the time they reached his ear 

he recognised each sound as if it were a word, a word he could 
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absorb and then from his own mouth return. And slowly, so 

slowly this time, like a tiny bubble rising through amber, he 

realised that the words had taken shape within him, that all the 

separate sounds he had heard had grown like a story within him, 

a story he already knew though he could not remember it ever 

being told to him.

If he had woken from a dream, he thought, then surely it 

was into a dream. He remembered now, though he was certain 

he didn’t hear it at the time, the dust motes saying, ‘Why are 

you listening to our thoughts?’ And the silver fish, though it 

seemed to speak at the same time, came now in his memory 

perfectly afterwards as if following the dust motes’ train of 

thought: ‘How did you read the flight of birds?’ Baba heard the 

bladderwrack on the sea edge speak next, though it was as if he 

knew the words before it had spoken them: ‘What is it that still 

ties you to your home? What pins you there? You will see, this 

land tests all men.’ And then the scribbly gum: ‘There comes a 

time when not only cities but even kingdoms and empires must 

perish.’ It was all unfurling inside his head. The blackbird sang: 

‘And what if the opposite were true: what if language evolved to 

stop us talking?’ While the sheep, in what was as close as he had 

heard to an angry word, looked up from the grass and asserted: 

‘Aye, and what then?’ And then the grass whose voice was as 

the wind that moved through it: ‘Does the word stand for the 

thing, or the thing for the word? For every man when he thinks 

(though it is invisible to his thought) thinks together with the 

world. He thinks with a co-mind.’ Silence for a moment. Then 

the lizard like a crack in history: ‘A system of extremely complex 

laws, in other words pure chance.’ And finally the dingo, all 

prick and ribs, who had listened with diffidence it seemed to 
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all of this, did he come up behind him then (why hadn’t Baba 

noticed it?) or only now, as if following his words to see if they 

had struck home: ‘Just because you can’t see the chains doesn’t 

mean they don’t exist.’

Without noticing he had done so, he realised he had for 

some time been reclining into the fork of a flowering candle-

bark, drifting on the verge of sleep in an almost unconscious 

contemplation. Little by little his attention awoke to a strange 

new feeling: it was as though almost imperceptible vibrations 

were passing into him from the interior of the tree. And the 

thought came into his head that what had really happened was 

that somehow he had reached the other side of nature. His 

gaze followed a bird, a shadow intrigued and filled him with 

a thoughtfulness which seemed to him all the purer in that he 

knew he was independent of it. Where else his dwelling place 

was, he would not have been able to say, but that he was only 

returning to all this as a ghost already dwelling elsewhere, and 

standing in this body as in the alcove of a quitted window 

looking out and beyond, of this he was for a moment so con-

vinced that the sudden appearance of another survivor gleaned 

like him from the wreckage would have truly disturbed him, 

whereas the slow emergence of his dead wife and son from the 

turn of the path would have been the most natural thing in 

the world. It was as though he was looking over his shoulder, 

backward at things, and that existence of theirs that was closed 

to him, undisturbed as the interior of a bud, took on a sweet 

aftertaste, as if spiced with a trace of the blossom of forgetting.

He thought: Life is wrong; life is a mistake.

Slowly dusk gathered around the dry riverbeds and cauter-

ised them like wounds, the land grew steep, craggy and wild. 
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In the distance the hills arranged themselves as if for a family 

portrait. And all the while he had been following a path he 

did not know or had not seen until he looked behind him. He 

had wondered at the freedom he had been given – where were 

the Officials? – but he saw now that he had not really been 

wandering alone, had really not been wandering at all, but rather 

following a path that deposited him now exactly where they had 

wanted him to go.

He thought: How terrible to get only what you want.

He looked around suddenly. Thought: My fears are like the 

sand in whose ripples hides the ghost of the sea.

The path emerged into a clearing. He stood on a hill looking 

down over green pastures and fields of flowering grain. He 

could see what looked to be a small village in the distance. A 

lone figure caught his eye. He was dressed like a shepherd or a 

monk, and walking away from the village. Though the distance 

was still great, Baba saw him with an oblique clarity, and what 

he saw was not what he expected. For the figure moved like a 

fugitive, as if the movement itself was his punishment, and the 

closer he came the more distant he seemed, as if it was his lot in 

life to remain beyond.

And strange that he should think this now because though 

he had not seen it before it was clear that the fugitive was 

hurrying towards the ruins of a temple, though ‘ruins’ was not 

quite accurate, as it was clear the longer he looked at it that the 

temple had been built to resemble a ruin, though how one could 

tell the difference between these two states he would not have 

been able to say. It was true the stone was exhibiting signs of 

disintegration, but somehow it wasn’t a disappearance that he 

saw; the cracks and deformities, the broken columns and fading 
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pigments seemed planned somehow and of a larger design, a 

strange mixture of presence and loss that spoke to him like a 

rising from the dead.

The path the fugitive followed led directly to its great lop-

sided arch. And what Baba had taken to be blemishes in the 

grey stone he realised were in fact letters. Like apparitions it was 

as if they came through the stone to be seen, like the paintings 

on the walls of ancient caves. The word the letters formed 

was SANCTUARY, though Baba had no idea what it meant; 

the magic of that earlier gift he had felt in the garden when 

everything spoke to him in a single voice had gone.

He looked down at the path on which he had been walking 

and saw that though it seemed to follow a dry creek bed there 

was nothing of accident in where it led, and that, like the fugi-

tive in the distance before him, he too (and all along) had been 

heading to the place of ruin.
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